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Chairman Rockefeller, Senator Hutchison, and Members of the Committee, my name is 

Phil Lehman.  I am an Assistant Attorney General in the Consumer Protection Division of the 

North Carolina Department of Justice.  I have served in that capacity for 22 years and have 

specialized in litigation and legislation relating to consumer credit and credit fraud.  I appreciate 

the opportunity to appear before the Committee and to share my experience about consumer 

protection issues relating to the business of debt settlement. 

I. Unfair and Deceptive Practices in the Offering and Performance of Debt 
Settlement Services are Widespread and are a Major Consumer Protection 
Problem for State Attorneys General. 
 

Consumer abuses in the marketing and delivery of debt settlement services have been a 

major consumer protection problem for state attorneys general.  The problem is particularly acute 

in the current economic downturn when many consumers are overwhelmed with debt, are 

delinquent in credit card payments, and are looking for legitimate ways to cope with their debt 

burden.  Unfortunately, too many of these consumers fall prey to unscrupulous debt settlement 

businesses that make grandiose offers of debt reduction but deliver little relief.  In our 

experience, most consumers are worse off after enrolling in debt settlement programs.  Typically, 

consumers’ debt balances increase with added interest, their payments are diverted to the debt 

settlement company instead of the creditor, and collection efforts, including legal action, are 

stepped up against the consumer. 
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Last October, the National Association of Attorneys General (NAAG) submitted 

comments on behalf of 41 attorneys general to the Federal Trade Commission in support of the 

FTC=s proposed Rule on Debt Relief Services.1 The attorneys general noted that unfair and 

deceptive activity in the debt settlement industry was widespread.  Citing the fact that consumer 

complaints had substantially increased and that attorneys general had filed over 128 enforcement 

actions against debt relief companies, the comments welcomed the comprehensive regulatory 

initiative proposed by the FTC: 

The States view the eradication of unfair and deceptive practices in the debt relief 
industry - and the harm caused to consumers and the marketplace by these 
practices - as a consumer protection priority. . .  [The States] submit that the 
comprehensive bright line approach reflected in the proposed rules would 
substantially aid law enforcement agencies in addressing the harms that have been 
caused to consumers by unscrupulous practices in the debt relief industry.    
  
In the comments, the attorneys general described some of the prevailing problematic debt 

settlement practices based on information obtained from cases and numerous consumer 

complaints: 

(1)  Deceptive solicitations, including unsubstantiated claims of consumer savings 

and the length of time required to complete the program.  (see sample solicitations 

attached as Exhibit 1) 

(2) Failing to adequately inform consumers that collection efforts, including lawsuits, 

will continue against them due to the extended nonpayment of consumers’ 

accounts while in the debt settlement program and that the consumer’s credit 

standing will deteriorate.  (Sample solicitation:  “You’ll avoid bankruptcy, put an 

                                                 
1  FTC Notice of Proposed Rulemaking to amend the Telemarketing Sales Rule to address the sale of debt relief services, 74 Fed. 
Reg. 41988 (Aug. 19, 2009).   The comments submitted by NAAG are available at  
http://www.ftc.gov/os/comments/tsrdebtrelief/543670-00192.pdf  
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end to harassing phone calls from creditors, and allow your credit score to 

dramatically improve.”) 

(3) Failing to adequately inform consumers that before debts are settled, the balances 

on their credit accounts will increase significantly due to accumulating interest 

and late charges.  (Default rates on credit card accounts can be as high as 30%, so 

a consumer’s $10,000 debt could rise to $13,000 after one year of nonpayment.) 

(4) Lack of adequate screening and individual budget analysis to determine whether a 

debt settlement program is suited for the consumer. 

(5) Deceptive disparagement of consumer credit counseling services and bankruptcy, 

which are often more effective alternatives for the consumer. 

(6) The collection of substantial advance fees before any meaningful services are 

rendered, so that the debt settlement company profits even if the consumer 

receives no benefits.  (Fees typically range from 15% to 18% of the consumer’s 

debt, and are collected in the earlier months of the program before settlements are 

concluded.) 

(7) Advising consumers to cease payments on their credit accounts and to cease 

communications with their creditors. 

(8) Failing to provide regular information to consumers about collection of fees, 

status of debt settlement accounts, and communications with creditors.   

The consumer protection problems in the area of debt relief services are not limited to a 

few bad actors; they are pervasive throughout the industry.  The whole premise of debt 

settlement is based on consumers not paying their debts and not communicating with creditors, 
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i.e., essentially encouraging breach of contract.  The theory is that the older and more delinquent 

the debt, the easier it will be to negotiate.  Only after sufficient funds are accumulated in the 

consumer’s settlement account (after deduction of fees), which can take a year or more, the debt 

settler may initiate some settlement negotiation activity.   Consumers are taking a big risk, while 

interest charges mount and the debt settler’s fees are being collected, that they will eventually get 

relief from all their debts.   

During the extended period of time while consumers are making payments to their debt 

settlement accounts, problems are likely to arise.  Creditors have not agreed to any debt relief 

plan, they are not receiving any payments, and they are blocked from offering debt resolution 

options directly to their customers.  These months of nonpayment and non-communication lead 

not only to increased debt, but also to increased collection efforts and legal action.   

Further, a significant portion of the consumer’s initial payments is diverted to the 

settlement company’s fees.2  If the consumer drops out before the settlement process is 

concluded, as is usually the case, he or she will lose the fee payments, while facing increased 

debt account balances.3  The debt settler therefore profits whether or not it accomplishes 

anything for its client. 

Because of these rampant consumer abuses in the debt relief industry, 41 attorneys 

                                                 
2 Attached is a copy of a payment schedule offered to a North Carolina consumer by Heritage Debt Relief in December 2009.  It 
calls for the payment by the consumer of $6,906 in fees to Heritage.  The consumer has to make monthly payments of $575 for 
an unspecified period of time.  The consumer’s first five monthly payments of $575 are allocated entirely for Heritage’s fees, 
followed by half ($287.74) of the next 14 months payments.   
3  A study published by the Colorado Attorney General’s Office based on annual reports submitted by debt settlement companies 
from 2006 through 2008 revealed that only 7.8% of consumers who began debt settlement programs in 2006 had completed them 
by the end of 2008.  53.3% of consumers had dropped out of the programs.  The Colorado information came from licensed debt 
settlement providers, not outlaws or “bad apples.”  See Comments of the Colorado Attorney General on the FTC’s proposed debt 
relief amendments to the Telemarketing Sales Rule, http://www.ftc.gov/os/comments/tsrdebtrelief/543670-00189.pdf  In  a 
lawsuit brought against debt settler National Asset Services (NAS), the Florida Attorney General alleged that over a six-year 
period, only 13.5% of Florida residents had completed NAS’ debt settlement program.  In a similar case brought against NAS, 
the New York Attorney General alleged that out of 1,981 New Yorkers enrolled in the NAS program, only about 3% completed 
it. 
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general specifically support the FTC’s proposal to prohibit debt settlement companies from 

collecting advance fees.  The advance fee ban, while opposed by much (but not all) of the debt 

relief industry, is the key to preventing fraud and ensuring that debt settlement services will be 

performed.  There is precedent for such an advance fee prohibition, particularly for suspect 

services that purport to help distressed debtors.  The federal Credit Repair Organizations Act, 15 

U.S.C. § 1679b(b), and many similar state laws prohibit credit repair businesses from charging 

fees until all promised services are fully performed.  Similarly, the Telemarketing Sales Rule, 16 

C.F.R. § 310.4(a)(4), prohibits advance fees for loan brokering services, another business activity 

characterized by deceptive promises and minimal performance.  Many states prohibit advance 

fees for foreclosure relief and mortgage loan modification services because of widespread 

consumer fraud in the offering and delivery of those services.  The FTC is also recommending an 

advance fee prohibition in its proposed Rule on Mortgage Assistance Relief Services (75 Fed. 

Reg. 10707, March 9, 2010). 

II. North Carolina Law Prohibits Debt Settlement Services if Advance Fees Are 
Charged. 
 

Debt relief services are not a new phenomenon, nor are the consumer abuses associated 

with such services.  Over 40 years ago, at least 13 states, including North Carolina, enacted “debt 

adjusting” or “debt pooling” statutes not just to regulate, but to prohibit, the then-prevailing 

model of debt settlement.   In fact, North Carolina and the other similar state statutes made debt 

adjusting a criminal offense.  The 1963 preamble to the North Carolina statute, N.C. Gen. Stat. § 

14-423, et seq., explained the reasons for banning debt adjusting services, reasons which are still 

very pertinent today: 

. . . these [debt adjusting] practices have grown to such proportions that for the most part 
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they have become a national menace by preying upon unfortunate people and harassed 
debtors,  and those engaged in such practices, except for a few, have engaged in false 
advertising, have falsely held themselves out as competent and able to solve debt 
problems regardless of any and all circumstances, have lured ignorant and unsuspecting 
people into executing contracts heavily loaded in their favor and have charged large fees 
for alleged services which results in piling debt upon debt. 4 

 
In 1963, the U.S. Supreme Court upheld the constitutionality of a similar Kansas debt 

adjusting statute in a case brought by the Kansas Attorney General against a company known as 

“Credit Advisors.”  The Court held that the prohibitory statute did not violate due process rights 

and noted the State’s evidence that the business of debt adjusting “lends itself to grave abuses 

against distressed debtors.”  Ferguson v. Skrupa, 372 U.S. 726.   

The original definition of debt adjusting in the North Carolina and similar statutes 

covered debt settlement activities but applied only where the debt adjuster received funds from 

the consumer to distribute to the consumer’s creditors.  To get around the statutes, debt settlers in 

recent years arranged for third party bank accounts to receive the consumer’s funds.  By this 

method, the debt settlement company did not hold consumers’ money but could still direct the 

disbursement of funds to pay its fees and to pay creditors if and when settlements were reached. 

In 2005, the North Carolina General Assembly, recognizing the abuses perpetrated by the 

new breed of debt settlers, amended the debt adjusting statute to simply prohibit advance fees for 

any debt settlement or foreclosure assistance services, whether or not the debt settler directly 

managed and disbursed consumer funds.   The amendments have created a bright line test for 

compliance and have been effective enforcement tools.  The 2005 amendments do not prevent 

debt settlement companies from operating in North Carolina as long as no fees are charged prior 

to completion of settlements.  The Attorney General’s Office is aware of at least two national 

                                                 
4  1963 N.C. Session Laws, Chap. 394 
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debt settlement companies currently doing business in North Carolina without charging advance 

fees. 

Licensed North Carolina attorneys are generally exempt from the debt adjusting statute 

but unfortunately, some attorneys have run their law firms as debt settlement businesses with 

some of the worst deceptive practices in the industry.  Two of the North Carolina Attorney 

General’s litigated enforcement cases have been against out-of-state law firms who defrauded 

consumers by diverting funds out of client settlement accounts. One continuing area of concern 

is the practice by some debt settlement companies to use attorneys as fronts to offer their services 

in states that have restrictive debt settlement laws.   A debt settlement company will arrange for 

an out-of-state law firm to contract with a North Carolina resident.  The law firm then assigns all 

of the accounting and debt negotiation work back to the debt settlement firm.   To claim an 

exemption from the debt adjusting law, the law firm may associate a local North Carolina 

attorney to represent the client in name only. 

III. Consumers Need Effective Debt Management Assistance. 
 

 There is clearly a need for legitimate, effective debt relief for consumers who cannot pay 

off their credit card accounts and do not want to file for bankruptcy.  However, the current model 

of debt settlement is not the answer.  Most debt-strapped consumers can benefit from financial 

counseling, budgeting, and debt management services offered by nonprofit consumer credit 

counseling agencies.  These agencies offer debt management plans that allow for the orderly 

reduction of debt under a payment plan agreed to by both the consumer and the creditor.  Fees 

are nominal and monthly payments are paid promptly to creditors, not held back for 12 months 

or more as with debt settlement.  While in the plan, the consumer gets protection from collection 
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contacts. 

 One of the problems with current debt management programs is that they do not offer 

significant principal reduction.  The logical next step, which would benefit both consumers and 

the banking industry, would be a combination of a multi-year payment plan followed by 

forgiveness of principal after successful completion of the payment plan.  Principal reduction is 

now being incorporated into mortgage loan modification programs.  Unfortunately, accounting 

rules relating to debt charge-offs have prevented principal reduction programs from being 

implemented.  A coalition of bankers, consumer groups and credit counseling services have 

approached the Office of the Comptroller of Currency (OCC) to authorize these programs but the 

OCC has not been receptive to date.  

IV. Conclusion 

The debt settlement industry has been characterized by deceptive solicitations, over-

promising of results, underperformance of services, and excessive fees.  Too often, debt 

settlement companies have profited off of economically distressed consumers while delivering 

little relief in return.  My colleagues in other attorneys general offices and I appreciate the 

attention the Committee is giving this important consumer protection problem.  
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Are You Eligible?
Please use the Credit Relief Act Tool provided below, to see if you are among the Thousands of  North

Carolina Residents who qualifies for the Credit Relief Program! Debt Reductions vary based on Criteria and

current Hardship Status...

 

  
  
    

 

 

INSTRUCTIONS
 

Fill out the Form to the Right and answer the Three
Questions, and find out if your Eligible for the State of
North Carolina Credit Relief Program granting credit
relief to North Carolina Residents.

 

If you meet the eligibility requirements you will receive
a security pin number with directions on how to access
your Credit Relief Informational Package, please write
down your Secure PIN Number for future reference.

 

If your criteria does not match the necessary
requirements you will be prompted to an explanation
page for details of ineligibility.

 

    

 

 

 

*Must be a Current North Carolina Resident
*Must be over the Age of 18
*Must be suffering from a Financial Hardship

Input Information Below...
   

What is your approximate Unsecured
Debt amount?  Please Select

   

How many dependents did you claim
on your 2008 NorthCarolina State Tax
Return?

 Please Select

   

Are You Experiencing Financial
Hardship?   Yes  No

 
**By clicking below, you certify the above criteria is met and you have

answered the questions truthfully and accurately.
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© 2010 North Carolina Relief Act ::All Rights Reserved

NorthCarolinaReliefAct.com and it's affiliates are not sponsored by or affiliated with any government or State authority or agency. ArizonaReliefAct.com is not a credit counselor, lender or credit card
issuer, nor is it an insurance broker. ArizonaReliefAct.com does not take applications for loans, nor does not make loans or credit decisions in connection with loans, nor does it issue commitments or lock-
in agreements. ArizonaReliefAct.com is not an agent of the consumer or credit counselor, bank, or loan broker (all of these hereinafter referred to as "Agents"). ArizonaReliefAct.com services are
administrative only, relaying consumer requests for services to Lenders, Debt Arbitrators and or Credit Agents. Consumers are not charged a fee to use this website and are under no obligation to use any
Agent or Lender's services. ArizonaReliefAct.com does not guarantee that completing the form or utilizing the contact number provided herein will result in a consumer receiving counseling or a loan from
a Lender. ArizonaReliefAct.com receives its compensation from advertising services. The contact form and or contact number provided by a consumer is NOT an application for credit. Rather, it is a
request to be placed in an aggregate consumer base ArizonaReliefAct.com does not request, obtain or review consumer credit history reports as part of our services. The information provided on this site is
for personal use only and does not constitute legal or financial advice. It is strongly recommended that you consult with a licensed professional before entering into any loan or other agreement.
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Help With Medical Bills • Credit Card Debt Elimination Service • Debt Relief Grant • Tax Debt Relief  
Credit Card Debt Relief Counseling • Credit Card Debt Relief Program • Federal Debt Relief Program  

 
LEGAL 

Federal Debt Relief Program is not a government program or government related program. Estimates based on prior results and cannot be 
guaranteed; individual results will vary based on circumstances. Settlement percentages exclude program fees. We do not guarantee that your 
debts will be reduced by a specific amount or percentage or that you will be debt-free within a specific period of time. We do not make monthly 

payments to creditors, assume consumer debt, provide tax, bankruptcy, accounting or legal advice or credit repair services. 

Federal Debt Relief Program
Federal Debt Relief Program has arrived. We offer the fastest and least 
expensive way to eliminate debt. Federal Debt Relief Program is an effective 
alternative to bankruptcy. If your credit cards, medical bills or personal loans 
have become overwhelming, we can reduce your debt so you can pay it off 
fast and be back on the road to financial freedom. Get a free savings quote 
today! 
 
With Federal Debt Relief Program, you can be debt free in 24 – 48 months, 
plus: 

Reduce your debt by up to 50%•

Get one low monthly payment•

Eliminate harassing phone calls•

Avoid bankruptcy•

Millions of American individuals and families today are drowning in debt. It 
doesn't have to be this way. Debt relief is available right here, right now. It’s 
yours for the asking. Federal Debt Relief Program can negotiate on your 
behalf with your creditors to obtain the highest amount of debt elimination 
possible for you. Federal Debt Relief Program can help you regain your 
financial freedom and make personal debt a thing of the past. Get a free 
savings quote today!  
 

* First Name: 
  

 
* Primary Phone: 

 -  -  

* Last Name: 
  

 
Secondary Phone: 

 -  -  

This must be a valid, working phone number!

* Email Address: 
 

* Select your State: 
Please Select  

* Amount of Debt: $30,000 - $39,999  

Questions/Comments: 
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Exhibit 2 – Sample Debt Settlement Fee Schedule 




